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Abstract

Objectives: Evaluating the performance of employees is one of the utmost requirements for the efficient functioning of higher educational institutions. In this article, we have developed automated task management system that can help higher educational institutions (like universities) to evaluate the performance of an employee (whether faculty member or staff). Method/Statistical Analysis: The system helps the managers in order to assess/identify the faculty member/staff, employee and the colleges by the number of assigned task, the number of finished task and number of task which is late/incomplete. Findings: The proposed approach has been tested in one of the higher educational institutions i.e. Shaqra University. The sample size of user’s includes 237 from different departments and the system provided performance evaluation of each individual employee in terms of task completion. Application: This methodology is proposed to apply among the employees working in the in Shaqra University as it is one of the higher educational institutions in order to evaluate their performance.
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1. Introduction

The main aim of this Task management is to support the collaboration of remote or face to face tasks given to the employees. It is the key component for managing all kinds of activities done in organizations. The main role of the task management is it can make the task more purposeful, threaded and reflective. But, the efficiency of the task management remains under the increasing level due to the problems with in the team's communication. Various tasks are failed by meeting their goals due to the budget exceeding are also caused due to the failure in task management. A survey based the practices carried for task management in states that some of the important aspects of an outcome of the task include a face to face communication platform, monitoring it in an effective way etc.

The goal can be easily achieved in different dimensions with respect to the time, place and the availability of resources present in the organizations. Various examples proposed by researchers in are there for explaining how the task management is applied in organizations, research and development software design etc. In this study, the task management system is proposed in order to support the members of top management, deans of colleges, directors of various administrations and departments involving in the administrative decisions at Shaqra University. It can also be used as an evaluating tool for the employee based on the tasks assigned to them. Shaqra University is one of the new universities in the kingdom of Saudi Arabia. It's located in the middle of the kingdom and its one of the biggest university in the Arabic gulf region in terms of geographic area. The university has
nine branch campuses within the central region of the kingdom. The university consists of twenty four faculties and ten deanships. The colleges are distributed over nine cities, each college and faculty has many departments and units, and any department has many faculty member and employee.

In general, the top management in the university assigns various tasks or projects to the deans of the faculties or deans of deanships in various colleges. The dean then assigns this respective task to the units or departments or he himself can create his own tasks. Also, the head of department or unit can also forward this task or projects to the faculty members or employee to perform it or he can create his own task and assign it to the staff in his department. The top management, the deans and the head of department need to follow the tasks and projects which are already distributed in these branches since they want to know which is project or tasks is completed, which one of the given projects are delayed and which tasks are under process. In addition to the following advantages, if the managers need to measure the performance of the deanships and departments, faculty members and employees, they can use this task management system. The members who were active in this task management system are as follows, Top management (His Excellency the director, and vice directors), Deans of colleges and deanships, Directors of administrations and departments, teaching staff and employees.

The contribution of this article is listed as follows

- An automatic and scalable system that evaluates the performance of employees with less time complexity.
- Email notification feature with multi-file format support like (ppt, pdf, doc...).

Objectives of the Proposed System:

- To reduce the time and effort exerted in achieving tasks and projects.
- To provide the administration with statistical reports that assist in measuring the performance.
- To reduce the cost resulted from the lack of information.
- To computerize administrative tasks and to reduce the use of paper at university.
- To increase performance effectiveness and to measure performance indicators.
- To get reports in the appropriate time with the least cost and effort.
- To develop performance and to support university in its orientation towards electronic administration.

The developed system can access them to make sure the efficiency of various deanships and departments at university by obtaining detailed reports which illustrates the achievements of each department during a certain period of time, as well as its overdue for the assigned tasks and projects. This system also serves the deans of colleges and deanships and administrations directors in measuring the efficiency of the employees and teaching staff through evaluating their duties and achievements during the academic year.

2. Literature Survey

Various research works has been done in recent decades on this task management system. Many tools and methodologies have been developed and implemented to support each aspects of the task management system. This section depicts some of the tools proposed by earlier researchers for supporting task management strategies such as Trello, Slack, Asana, Todoist and Teamwork. These can be applied especially for every type of collaboration. It can be in the form of either face-to-face or within the teams which is present inside an organization. A citation analysis for faculty from Association of Collegiate Schools of planning member in schools is proposed in. This paper proposes that the Google Scholar data based data is a particularly valuable source for the process of citation since its coverage extends beyond traditional publications which are peer-reviewed in nature. Their analysis reports various level of scholarly based activity within the higher education institutions. The results show citation patterns for faculty, departments, and universities.

In proposed a novel comprehensive approach for evaluating the teaching performance based on the combination of two methods called as the fuzzy AHP and fuzzy comprehensive based evaluation method. They proposed this algorithm especially, after determining the factors and sub-factors present in the teaching. In their proposed system, initially the weights for factor and sub-factor are
calculated by the fuzzy AHP method based on extent analysis. Applying the fuzzy AHP method of decision-making can improve the overall topology of the decision-makers by further reducing the uncertainty. In their system, the overall evaluation method is used to calculate the performance of teaching. A case study based application is also applied in order to express the proposed methodology. By this, it can make the overall calculation or estimating process more accurate and scientific without any kind of errors.

Various software and tools have been proposed by recent researchers for the efficient application of the task management in order to support the team collaboration. Various tools such as management of knowledge, management of coordination, information and communication exchange between the employees. An online based task and project management tool called as Trello provides various features in order to use it collaboratively. Various features such as notifications panel, calendar panel, comment window, file manager etc. where present in it. It can be used individually or for the teams. All the users who are utilizing it can perform the following operations such as creating sets of checklists, addition of labels, inviting people to join in various tasks and operations, and also connecting with various other applications.

A cloud-based open collaboration tool for team communication is Slack which gives a channel to organize the conversations between teams involved in a project. A transparency in the teamwork as well as a channel for sharing the sensitive information is provided in this tool. Various features such as sending direct messages, sharing of files, passing comments, placing stars for the purpose of later reference, connection and integration with other services, etc. where available. All the files which are present in it are archived automatically and it can also be synchronized automatically towards different devices.

Another personal task management tool is an in build tool with consists of various features such as performing the tasks and projects, combining it with various conversations. A quick view of a particular team updates and tasks without being scheduling different meetings and at a glance is proposed on this tool. Features such as the creation of tasks and projects, setting the due dates and times for the projects etc. Also, some advanced features such as the use of special symbols in order to encourage the members who participated in the activity, tasks completion, file management, searching, calendars, dashboards for verifying the status of the overall progress or its completion, a mailbox for automatic updates, management of features with the team, followers and combination with other software tools etc.

A task manager called Todoist is designed for using n different devices for the purpose of collaborative productivity in the entities and also for the purpose of maintaining lists which is present in different devices. Different online or offline functions such assetting and managing the tasks within the teams can be done using this task management tool. And, it can be done in different platforms. It is also used for collaborating shared tasks with other task management tools in real time for the process of customizing the experience of an end user. Some basic and advanced features such as notification manager, synchronization and managing the real-time data, productivity visualization, comments about the tools, filters etc. where supported by this tool. At last, an online platform for project management which is called as Teamwork is proposed for the process of supporting different features such as time management and logs in order to keep in touch about the processing time taken for completing a task. It also monitors the overall member present in the team, view of the tasks, re assigning the task to other member etc.

### 3. Proposed Methodology

In general, there are many methodologies used for software development. In this paper, an incremental build model as shown in Figure 1 is used in order to implemented and tested incrementally i.e., additional tasks can be added at each time until all the tasks are done in order to complete the overall product. The incremental model involves both the stages of development and maintenance.
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The product is concluded as finished when it satisfies all of its requirements.

The main goal of this project is to reduce the gap between the high level manager in the university who is the rector or a vice rector and the colleges and deanships. It also reduces the gap between the deans of the colleges and their respective faculty members or employees. This also provides a simple interface to manage the various project & tasks assigned to the employees. In this system, the components are divided depends on the user privileges. In this method, the programmer will design, implement and test all the components and then it is further given it to the customer side. The, the customer can use it accordingly. In this work, initially the author developed the component for various departments, then the faculty member and staffs respectively. Then, they used it when the next component which is manager is in developing stage, and at last, the high manager component is developed and integrated with other components and further, it is tested as a whole system.

This task management system is developed to provide four privileges process which is present the work structure of an university as shown in use case diagram in Figure 2 which shows the various functions for an actor in the system and what he does in it.

3.1 Use Case Diagram

The use case diagram shown in Figure 2 has five actors. First actor is the high level manager. He (He/She) can login into the system and can add the colleges and Deanships in it. He can also add the staffs or employees. He can also create the task and assign it to various deanship, colleges or staff. He can also check the performance of deanships, colleges or departments and also the staff members working in it. He can divided one project to small tasks. He has the privilege to follow, delete, cancel and edit any tasks which are assigned to the individual staff members. He can also change the status of task, can write a comment or add attachment file.

The second actor is manager or dean. Firstly he should login to the system. Then he can create the departments and units in his college or deanship. After this, he can add faculty staff member or employee, can create and assign various task to the respective departments or staffs, can forward the task which is created already and assign it

![Use case diagram of the proposed methodology.](image-url)
to the respective departments or staff, can edit, delete or cancel the tasks, can show the performance of his department/staff, can write a comment or attach files to tasks and finally, he can divide the project into many tasks. Third actor is the head of department or unit. Initially, he should login to the system. Then, the system will allow him to add faculty/staff members and employees to his department or unit, he can create tasks and assign it to his staffs, can forward the task to his staffs, can add comments and attach files, can change the status of task, can show the performance of his faculty/staff member and employees, can edit or delete or cancel the tasks he was created, finally he can divide the project into many tasks.

The fourth actor is faculty member or employee. Initially, he should login to the system. Then, after the login activity, he can see the tasks assigned to him and it's further divided to four sections as shown in the Figure 3. In this figure, new tasks and project are represented in blue color, the tasks and projects which are under process are represented in orange color, finished tasks are represented as green in color, delayed tasks and projects are represented in red color. He can see the details of tasks, can add comments or attach files, he can change the status of tasks from new to under process and then to finished stages. Last actor is the administrator of the system he can do all the above mentioned functions in the system.

4. Findings and Discussion

The main interface window of high level manager is shown in Figure 3. This is an overall statistical performance report for all colleges and deanships. This report shows the number of overall tasks for the colleges. In this, the number of new tasks in the colleges or deanships is shown in blue color. It shows the number of finished tasks and project in the colleges or deanships. It also shows the delayed project and tasks in the colleges or deanships.

The statistical report is same for manager but for it will be for his departments only. The system allows the manager to forward the task which came from the high level manager.

Figure 4 shows the interface window of the faculty member staff when he login to the system. This window can be divided into four sections depending on status of task which are new, under process, finished, cancelled. He can verify the details of the task after he opens any of the new tasks assigned to him. At once, the status of the task will change automatically towards under process. He can add any comments or attach files which can be pdf, word, power point...etc. and after he completed the tasks, he can change the status of task to finished state.

Figure 5 is the report provided by the system for helping the managers in order to assess/identify the faculty

![User Interface of the proposed Task Management tool.](image-url)
Figure 4. User Interface for Faculty member after logging in.

Figure 5. Report generated for the completed tasks for individual members.
member/staff, employee and the colleges by the number of assigned task, the number of finished task and number of task which is late/incomplete.

5. Experimentation (A Case Study of Shaqra University)

5.1 Data Collection
All the data were collected by interview method by interviewing the four level of the system. It is done by asking them why you need the task management system, what is the type of report you need it from the system? The data collected is shown in Table 1 which has the details about number of peoples they interviewed and the type of users who were involved in the interview.

Implementation results for the proposed system in Shaqra University along with the total number of such users are shown in Table 2. It consists of the deanships and colleges who used the system in Shaqra University, departments and units in the system, different user’s privileges in the system, existing projects and tasks present in the system and the new projects and tasks that are coming to this system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of user</th>
<th>Total Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High level manager (Rector, Vice Rector)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managers (Dean of the colleges and Deanships)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head of departments and units</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty members staffs and employees</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Implementation results for the proposed system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl.No</th>
<th>Implementation results for the proposed system</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Deanships and colleges who used the system</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Departments and units in the system</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Different users privileges in the system</td>
<td>237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Existing Projects and tasks present in the system</td>
<td>473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>New project and Tasks coming to this system</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion
This study proposes a novel methodology of task management in Shaqra University to enable effective team collaboration. This study has aimed to to meet the important business objectives such as improving competitiveness, increasing productivity and efficiency, accelerating growth, supporting innovation and reducing costs within an organization. A complete idea about the methodology, various stages of the system and an analysis which is used for assuring the adaptability of the system in the Shaqra University is explained. The study has aimed to improve the practice of collaboration between the teams of employees and the employers. Using this too improves various work-related activities, monitoring the activities, team collaboration, etc. The results have helped the high level managers to find the flow of work done and the time taken to complete task delivered to the employees. It also enables the collaboration of employees in the process of increasing productivity and efficiency. Future work can be the proposal of a task management tool for collaborating more departments for various interacting processes within teams.
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